
TRIGGERING PRESOLAR CLOUD COLLAPSE AND INJECTION OF SHORT-LIVEDRADIOISOTOPESWITH AN OUTFLOW FROMAMASSIVE STAR. A. P. Boss1, S. I. Ipatov1,& E. A. Myhill2, 1DTM, Carnegie Institution, Washington DC 2Marymount University, Arlington VA.Short-lived radioisotopes (SLRI) such as 26Aland 60Fe were alive at the time that primitive me-teorites formed and are often thought to have beensynthesized in a supernova [1,2,3,4] and then eitherinjected into the presolar cloud [5,6] or onto the sur-face of the solar nebula [7]. Recently it has beenproposed that the outow from a massive Wolf-Rayet star may have been the source of the 26Al[8], and that the 60Fe was the result of the subse-quent supernova explosion of the massive star. Weconsider here triggering the collapse of the preso-lar cloud and simultaneously injecting SLRI with ashock front derived from either a Wolf-Rayet starwind or a supernova. Previous work on this prob-lem [5,6,9,10,11] used either �xed grid or smoothedparticle hydrodynamics (SPH) codes with a lim-ited ability to resolve �ne scale structure in theRayleigh-Taylor �ngers that form at the shock/cloudinterface and are responsible for SLRI injection intothe collapsing presolar cloud [10]. Here we studythe same problem with a new code, FLASH.FLASH is based on adaptive mesh re�nement(AMR) by the block-structured adaptive grid ap-proach. AMR techniques automatically insert newgrid points in regions of strong physical gradients,and remove them in regions without strong gradi-ents, in order to maximize the spatial resolutionin the crucial regions while minimizing the com-putational burden. Advection is handled by thepiecewise parabolic method (PPM). PPM includesa Riemann solver at cell boundaries that handlesshock fronts exceptionally well. In FLASH, PPMis incorporated in a form that is second-order accu-rate in space and time. The Poisson equation forthe cloud's gravitational potential is solved by ei-ther a multipole or multigrid technique. We havetested the FLASH code's ability to reproduce theresults of several di�erent test cases that are rel-evant to the problem of triggering cloud collapse,namely the Sod shock tube problem and the col-lapse of a pressureless sphere. We have also usedFLASH to verify the long-term stability of the tar-get cloud in the absence of a triggering shock front.We have reproduced the main results of [9,10]in 2D cylindrical coordinates with isothermal ther-modynamics and a range of shock speeds (2 to 40km/s), �nding that shocks with speeds in the rangeof 5 to 30 km/s are able to both trigger collapse

and inject shock wave material. The �gures on thenext page show the results for a 30 km/sec shock.Given that Wolf-Rayet star winds and supernovashocks both are launched with shock speeds on theorder of 103 km/sec, these shock fronts can onlytrigger collapse after they have travelled some dis-tance (typically about 10 pc) and been slowed downto 30 km/sec or less by snowplowing intervening in-terstellar cloud gas and dust.We have now extended these isothermal runs to3D Cartesian coordinates to learn what happensin a fully 3D cloud. To date the 3D calculationsare similar to the 2D calculations, though the enor-mously increased computational burden associatedwith adding the third dimension has limited thenumber of grid points that can be employed, evenwith the FLASH code. We next intend to studynonisothermal shocks. [11] found that when non-isothermal shocks were employed in SPH calcula-tions, it was not possible for a shock wave to simul-taneously trigger collapse and inject SLRIs, a po-tentially fatal aw for the triggering and injectionscenario. However, [12] found that improvements inthe dust grain cooling model led to rapid post-shockcooling, closer to the isothermal assumptions usedin [5,6,9,10]. Our ultimate goal is to use FLASH todetermine if the triggering and injection scenario[13] is consistent with post-shock cooling processes.The software used in this work was in part devel-oped by the DOE-supported ASCI/Alliances Cen-ter for Astrophysical Thermonuclear Flashes at theUniversity of Chicago.References: [1] Mostefaoui, S., Lugmair, G. &Hoppe, P. 2005. Ap. J., 625, 271. [2] Tachibana,S. et al. 2006. Ap. J., 639, L87. [3] Limongi, M.& ChieÆ, A. 2006. Ap. J., 647, 483. [4] Sahijpal,S. & Soni, P. 2006. MAPS, 41, 953. [5] Vanhala,H. A. T. & Boss, A. P. 2000. Ap. J., 538, 911. [6]Vanhala, H. A. T. & Boss, A. P. 2002. Ap. J., 575,1144. [7] Ouellette, N., Desch, S. J., & Hester, J.J. 2007. Ap. J., 662, 1268. [8] Bizzarro, M. et al.2007. Science, 316, 1178. [9] Foster, P. N. & Boss,A. P. 1996. Ap. J., 468, 784. [10] Foster, P. N. &Boss, A. P. 1997. Ap. J., 489, 346. [11] Vanhala,H. A. T. & Cameron, A. G. W. 1998. Ap. J., 508,291. [12] Vanhala, H. A. T. & Boss, A. P. 1999.Abstract #1433. 30th LPSC. [13] Boss, A. P. 1995.Ap. J., 439, 224.
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